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Answers to the sent questions - FIU Latvia
(PANA Committee Hearing 21.06.2017)

1. FIU Latvia considers that Latvian national legislative system of money laundering
prevention and combating meets all requirements set out on the 3rd Directive. After
having assessed the EU countries FIUs legislation’s compliance with the 3rd Directive,
it should be admitted that in general the legislation corresponds to the mentioned
Directive requirements. However, it is worth to note that range of the EU countries
legislation is too wide. More uniformity would  promote more effective collaboration
amongst different countries FIUs; e.g. uniform powers of funds freezing (terms, order
etc.).

2. One of the most significant changes that the 4th Directive provides, is set out in the
Part 1 of the Article 53 of the said Directive according to which when an FIU receives
a report on suspicious transactions, including attempted transactions, concerning
another Member State, it shall promptly forward it to the FIU of that Member State.
To comply with the requirement, FIU Latvia carries out activities to perform necessary
amendments to the national legislation and technological improvements. These
activities are believed to result in FIU Latvia readiness to meet the obligation set up in
the 4th Directive. However, a great deal of FIU Latvia ability to conform with the
obligations will depend on received reports’ quantity and quality:

 regarding quantity – large amount of Latvian residents are working in other EU
states (mostly in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Norway, Germany); many of
them have lost their real connection with Latvia and their interests (work,
family, education etc) are focused in the residing country. There is risk that
FIU Latvia may receive too many reports on grounds solely that a person has
Latvian citizenship/Latvian ID, which may result in many thousands reports.
Dealing with such amount of reports will be difficult for FIU Latvia;

 regarding quality – it is undeniable that every reported person’s ID must be
written correctly. Nevertheless, sometimes a person’s name and surname is
written by incorrect way, which may be explained by a national language’s
unique features. E.g. in Latvian language there may be “cushioning”, “caps”,
“long vowels” (e.g. Jānis Bērziņš) in names and surnames. In case these unique
features are lost, sometimes it is difficult to identify the person reported.

Taking into consideration the above mentioned, FIU Latvia considers that before the
requirement of the Part 1 of the Article 53 of the 4th Directive is in full force, it would
be desirable to start a pilot project to be sure how it works in real life.

3. The main problems FIU Latvia encounters in its daily work:
 Quality of the requests FIU Latvia receives – sometimes there are questions

vaguely formulated and we have to guess what the requesting part wishes us to
do.  Sometimes we have requests to provide our counterparts with “any
information” we have on subjects of the request. It is worth to mention that
FIU Latvia has access to many databases of other state organizations: e.g., to
ones of Latvian State Police, of Commerce Register, Land Register, Population
Register etc. Thus, to provide our colleagues with so called “any information
we have”, we have to lose a lot of time to check everything. Of course, if such
information is really necessary, we are ready to do our best, but sometimes we
are not sure that all this information is really needed;
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 When our correspondence with some foreign FIU lasts for long time and we
have already sent several our replies, sometimes we face the situation when our
colleagues ask us the same questions they have already asked us and we have
already provided them with the information;

 FIU Latvia can freeze the funds on the Latvian banks accounts up to 125 days
in total but in other countries the freezing terms are much shorter – for
example, 2-3 days, which complicates our mutual cooperation;

 Sometimes we receive urgent requests which urgency is not based on a real
need;

 Sometimes we receive replies to our requests after considerable time has
passed. Regretfully, there were even situations when we did not receive replies
at all, even after reminder sending;

 In some cases foreign FIUs cannot provide us with all information requested
(e.g. not all countries FIUs are entitled to request banks).

4. FIU Latvia considers that not all but some part of rules should be uniformed for all
FIUs on the EU level. E.g. it would be advisable to the EU FIUs to have the same term
of funds freezing provided that the term is long enough (30-45 days), to have direct
access to other state and local government institutions’ databases (some minimum may
be determined – e.g. it is mandatory for the EU FIUs to have direct access to databases
of  Police, of Companies’ Register, Population Register etc.).

5. FIU Latvia collaborates the most actively with the EU countries – Lithuania, Estonia,
United Kingdom, and with non-EU countries – Moldova, Russia and Ukraine.

6. Since FIU Latvia has an independent budget, it advocates the idea of every state FIU
having its own budget as well. FIU Latvia considers having independent budget as
being a good ground for successful work and more close cooperation with other states
FIUs colleagues.

7. FIU Latvia has not faced such cases so far.

8. FIU Latvia confirms that its financial, human and technical resources increase on a
regular basis, which the following statistics demonstrates:

 Human resources: in 2013 – 24 employees; gradually some more staff
positions were added and there are 35 employees in total in FIU Latvia at the
moment. Moreover, it is planned to add 2 more staff positions in 2018;

 Financial resources: in the period of time from 2012 till 2017 budget of FIU
Latvia increased from 444 350.00 EUR till 1 340 000.00 EUR;

 Technical resources:
- FIU Latvia has its own database with wide range of information. The

database is updated on a regular basis;
- at the disposal of FIU Latvia is a currier with a car. This provides FIU

Latvia with possibility to deliver and receive securely and promptly
different documents and data carriers to/from an addressee
throughout the Latvian capital;

- FIU Latvia uses on a daily basis the information exchange networks:
Egmont Secure Web, FIU.NET. If it is necessary, the FIU Latvia can
use Interpol and Europol national offices’ and Eurojust’s services as
well;
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- According to the Cabinet of Ministers Regulation No 765 completely
new reporting system will be de jure implemented on 01.01.2018 - in
the result of the European Union funds acquisition (jointly with the
Prosecutor’s Office)  the following system has been developed: any
person using FIU Latvia’s website www.zinojumi.kd.gov.lv uploads
the form in XML (Extensible Markup Language) on-line and sends
the report on unusual or suspicious transaction to FIU Latvia. This
form does not allow letting errors; in the result of this it is planned to
accelerate FIU Latvia’s work. Please note that in practice the
mentioned reporting form has been in work since April 2016. It is
worth to be noted that this system provides FIU Latvia with
possibility to request and receive information and documents from
reporters;

- In the result of the European Union funds acquisition, since
01.01.2017 FIU Latvia’s supervisor – the Prosecutor’s Office has
started using the electronic documents circulation system ProIS.
Taking into consideration that the Latvian Police’s requests accepted
by the specially authorized prosecutors, often include requests to
obtain (or to send) information from (to) foreign countries, FIU
Latvia is considering joining the system ProIS, which could provide
involved institutions with possibility to use electronic documents
circulation in both directions when exchanging the information in the
chain Police - the Prosecutor’s Office - FIU Latvia, and considerably
improve speed of information exchange including one in international
cooperation.

9. To insure all the EU countries FIUs common understanding of a suspicious
transaction, it would be worth to elaborate indicators of a suspicious transaction at the
EU level. Moreover, FIU Latvia since its foundation in 1998 has received reports not
only on suspicious transactions but on suspicious activities as well. Due to this, FIU
Latvia considers idea of reporting on suspicious activities as being reasonable.

10. Since FIU Latvia foundation in 1998, there have been two reporting systems operated
– on unusual transactions (threshold based) and on suspicious transactions (Latvian
legislation does not provide with suspicious transaction indicators). The Cabinet of
Ministers Regulation No 1071 “Regulation on unusual transaction indicator list and
procedure for reporting unusual and suspicious transactions” adopted on 22.12.2008,
establishes unusual transactions indicators and procedure for reporting unusual and
suspicious transactions to FIU Latvia as well as the form of the report. The mentioned
reporting systems have been amended twice since 1998; moreover, FIU Latvia has
already submitted its project on further amendment to the unusual transactions
reporting system, to the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Latvia. Due to this,
FIU Latvia is in favour of the idea of the EU definition of the minimum scope of
information to be available for EU countries FIUs.

11. FIU Latvia has not experienced such cases.

12. FIU Latvia has not experienced such cases.

13. According to Clause 3 of Section 62 of the national Law on the Prevention of Money
Laundering and Terrorism Financing, FIU Latvia is entitled to refuse to perform
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information exchange with another country FIU fully or partially or shall refuse to
give its consent for the further forwarding of information in the cases. Please note that
reasons of refusals to provide requested information were transported to the Latvian
national law from Warsaw Convention 2005, and FIU Latvia considers more detailed
regulation of the issue as being superfluous. FIU Latvia refuses to provide requested
information to foreign FIUs very seldom and all the refused requests were from non-
EU countries only); it is why it does not consider it as being a problem.

14. Part 1 of Section 4 of the Law on the Prevention Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing stipulates that all the criminal offences in the Criminal Law of the Republic
of Latvia are predicate ones (all-crimes approach). Thus, evasion from tax payments
has been considered as a predicate offence of money laundering since FIU Latvia
foundation in 1998. FIU Latvia has not received any refusal to provide requested
information from another EU country FIU on a tax-related money laundering case
(there were a couple of cases of such refusals from non-EU countries’ FIUs).

15. According to Clause 1 of Section 62 of the national Law on the Prevention of Money
Laundering and Terrorism Financing, FIU Latvia may, on its own initiative or
pursuant to a request, conduct information exchange with foreign FIUs. Moreover,
according to Clause 5 of Section 51 of the mentioned Law, FIU Latvia is obliged to
cooperate with international and foreign authorities, which are engaged in the
prevention of money laundering and terrorism financing. These rules are of general
nature covering sending of cross-border reports on suspicious transaction as well. Due
to this, FIU Latvia considers having additional legislative dispositions regarding the
issue as being superfluous.

16. The question is disputable still – there should be clear understanding of the European
FIU’s obligations and rights, its scope of activity (cross-border research, cross-border
database maintaining, promotion of common approaches and cooperation amongst EU
FIUs etc.), status and expenses. One should assess expected outcome of the European
FIU.

17. There have been ~6-7 cases in total where non-EU countries FIUs put their limitations
on information providing on grounds of MOU absence. FIU Latvia is able to use the
information exchanged in the context of investigations, prosecutions or legal
proceedings. Moreover, FIU Latvia has not faced situations in which “fiscal excuse” is
used to restrict exchange of information and cooperation with foreign FIUs with minor
exceptions (there were a couple of cases of such refusals from non-EU countries’
FIUs). In 2016 average time of receiving information from foreign FIUs was 34
calendar days; average time of FIU Latvia responses to other FIUs’ requests was 12
calendar days.

18. There were 24 employees in FIU Latvia in 2013; gradually some more staff positions
were added and there are 35 employees in total in FIU Latvia at the moment.
Moreover, it is planned to add 2 more staff positions in 2018.

19. According to the Part 1 of Section 222 of the national Law on Taxes and Duties
adopted on 01.04.2016, Law On the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing subjects/reporting entities in detecting a suspicious transaction within the
meaning of the Law On the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing, shall also notify the State Revenue Service regarding suspicious
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transactions of persons whose country of residence (registration) is the Republic of
Latvia, conforming to the signs of suspiciousness in the field of taxes laid down in the
mentioned Law. Thus, there are two recipients of suspicious transaction reports in
Latvia – FIU and the State Revenue Service (the last only in the field of taxes).

20. To obtain information on beneficial owners, FIU Latvia is entitled to request necessary
information in written form from the database of Latvian Commerce Register. Please
note that starting from 01.07.2017 Latvian national law on bank accounts register will
be in force. Therefore, information on beneficial owners will be accessible in the bank
accounts register as well.

21. Section 322 of the Law on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism
Financing provides FIU Latvia with rights to freeze terrorists’ funds for especially
long time – up to 6 months. Furthermore, Part 3 of Section 4 of the Law on the
Prevention Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing stipulates that all the funds
owned by or being under direct or indirect control of the persons included in the
terrorists list (as well as proliferation) are considered to be proceeds of crime
regardless of their origin legality. In 2016 funds regarding terrorism financing (not
related to UN sanctions) on two Latvian bank accounts belonging to natural persons,
were frozen. STRs related to suspicion of terrorism financing, were received from
foreign FIUs: in  2016 - 22; in 2017 (till now) – 3.

.


